
Tookan Tracker: Don't Just Track
Your Fleet, Track Your Success



Internet Outrage
and Breakdown.

Asset Management
Security.. 

Driver/Agent Safety &
Security.
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The common problems faced by
Delivery Business:

Vehicle Maintenance
and Breakdown.

Unrealistic Delivery
Timeframes & Workload.
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Modern

Precision Visibility  Intelligence



Our Value Propositions:
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Minimize Fuel Costs,
Unnecessary Over-
Speeding & Idling.

Boost driver safety &
optimize operational

efficiency.

Driving additional sales
by adding more

number of deliveries.

Improve customer
satisfaction & increase

driver efficiency.



Tookan Tracker Offerings:

   
Real-Time GPS Tracking :  Allowing you to see the location of
your vehicles on a map in real-time.

Geofencing : Allowing you to set virtual boundaries around specific
areas, such as construction zones, restricted areas, or customer
delivery locations

Cargo security: Monitor door-opening/closing events and
unauthorized access attempts.

Driver Behavior Monitoring : Allowing you to track driver
behavior, such as speeding, harsh braking, and idling.

Reporting and Analytics :  Provide detailed reports and analytics
on various aspects of your fleet operations, such as Fuel
Consumption, Vehicle Maintenance, driver efficiency, etc.



Tookan Tracker Capabilities:
   

Real-time Location: Pinpoint vehicle location on a map, with updates at configurable intervals.

Multi-stop optimization & Live Traffic Updates : Plan & adjust optimized routes for deliveries with multiple stops based
on real-time traffic conditions.

Driver Performance Monitoring : Track and analyze speeding, harsh braking, idling, and other metrics.

Fuel Management : Track fuel consumption, and fuel efficiency of each vehicle.

Two-way Communication: Send messages and receive updates directly from drivers through the device.

Integrations: Connect with existing fleet management systems, dispatch software, and accounting platforms.

Scalable solution: Adapts to small and large fleets and grows with your business.

Fatigue Detection: : Monitor driving hours and breaks to prevent fatigue-related accidents.

Advanced Analytics: Generate comprehensive reports and visualize data to identify trends and optimize operations.



Tookan Tracker Benefits:
   

Improved On-time Deliveries: Real-time tracking and route optimization ensure timely deliveries and satisfied
customers.

Reduced Accidents: Driver behavior monitoring helps identify risky behavior and promote safe driving practices.

Faster Emergency Response: Quick location identification in case of breakdowns or accidents enables swift response.

Fuel Savings : Optimized routes and driver behavior monitoring lead to decreased fuel consumption.

Increased Driver Satisfaction: Tools and feedback based on behavior monitoring empower drivers and improve
morale.

Reduced Maintenance Costs: Preventative maintenance recommendations based on usage data extend vehicle
lifespan and minimize repair costs.

Faster Emergency Response: Quick location identification in case of breakdowns or accidents enables swift response.

Competitive Advantage: Improved efficiency, safety, and customer service enhance your brand image and competitive
edge.



Subscription Based
No Commissions on

Deliveries and No Setup
Cost.

 Leverage AI to analyze
driver behavior,

maintenance and routes.

AI-powered insights:Lowest in the Market

WHY TOOKAN TRACKERS?
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Scalable solution:
Designed, built for small
fleet or a large enterprise

fleets.

 Drive smarter, deliver faster, save on fuel, keep
drivers safe.

Lowest in the market,
highest in delivery

tracking.



Sign Up

Sign up on the Tookan
Dashboard.

Enable the Extenstion

Enable the Tookan Tracker
Extension.

Switch the Toggle

Switch the toggle & access
both the dashboard from a

single platform..
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Go from sign up to access the tookan tracker
dashboard and increase the efficiency by 90%.

Getting Started Is Easy In
3 Simple Steps:-



Success story: 
A word from our customers.

Fuel costs plummeted
20% after we switched

to Tookan trackers.
Drivers love the app
too!" - John Smith,

Delivery Manager at
ACME Logistics

Tookan trackers caught
a driver siphoning fuel

and saved us
thousands." - Mark

Jones, Fleet Manager,
Big Box Trucking

 Tookan trackers, it's
smooth sailing. Drivers
are happier, routes are

smarter, everyone
wins!" - David Kim,

Dispatcher, Speedy
Courier



Netsmartz House, First Floor,
Plot No 10, Rajiv Gandhi
Technology Park, 
Chandigarh - 160101

Thank You
Address

Click Labs Inc, 4830 West
Kennedy Blvd, Suite 600,
Tampa Florida 33609, U.S.A

1005, HDS Business Centre,
Cluster M, Al Thanyah Fifth
(JLT), Dubai, U.A.E.

Email

contact@jungleworks.com

Website

www.jungleworks.com

Do you want to work with us?


